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Challenge 2 - Arithmetic 
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Challenge 3 – Problem Solving  
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Challenge 4 – Mini Invent  

Today your challenge is to re-write the story of Little Red Riding Hood. Use your story map to help you. What 
changes have you made to the story to make it your own and make it more exciting? Try and challenge yourself to 
write for 40 minutes with no distractions. Below is a story starter to help if you would like to use it in your writing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Think about the following:  

• Who is you character? What do they look like?  
• What item of clothing does Granny give them to protect them? 
• Where does granny live? Describe where your character is walking through.  
• What creature does your character meet on their journey? Describe what they look like.  
• What happens when they get to Granny’s house? Does your creature eat Granny?  

Mini Invent Checklist  

• Does your writing make sense and is it interesting to read? 
• Have you used as many words as you can from the vocabulary idea box below? 
• Have you described the scene in detail and given your readers an image in their mind? 
• Can you begin some sentences with an adverb? (slowly, bravely, quickly, suddenly)  
• Have you used capital letters, commas and full stops correctly? 
• Can you include a question mark or exclamation mark? 
• Have you written at least a page? 

 

 Vocabulary 

Granny  journey  path 

walk  creep  crawl 

creature mountain forest 

travel  beast  bravely 

suddenly wolf  present 

arrived  distracted scheme 

plot  trick  pretend 

 

  

 

  

Here are a few ideas to get you started:  

One bright, sunny day Joe was playing in his garden. Mum 
appeared at the door with a present in her hands. “Joe, Granny 
has sent you a parcel.” Called mum. Joe rushed over to open it. 
Inside the box was the coolest pair of blue trainers he had ever 
seen! The note attached to them read “these trainers will protect 
you wherever you go.” Joe put them on and vowed never to take 
them off again!  

The next day Mum said to Joe “Can you take granny a basket of 
food? She is very poorly.” Joe agreed and began to walk along the 
path through the towering mountains where Granny lived. The 
mountains stood high above him and their snow-covered caps 
reached the clouds. As he walked, he suddenly heard a rustling 
behind a nearby rock. Bravely, he walked over knowing his 
trainers would protect him.  

Curled behind the rock was a gigantic, venomous python! Joe 
jumped backwards. “Hello” hissed the snake, his razor like fangs 
glistening in the sunlight. “Where are you off to?”  

“I’m going to see my Granny” replied Joe.  


